
Annex 3 Bid Sheet 
 

1 | P a g e  

1. Written Translation 
 

 Expert Name  Price per one page 
for 

1 – 10 pages 

Price per one page for 
10 – 50 pages 

Price per one page 
for 

Above 50 pages 

LO
T 

1
 

 English ↔ Arabic    
 English ↔Kurdish    

 German ↔ Arabic    
 German ↔ Kurdish    

 Arabic ↔Kurdish    

 German ↔English    
 
Notes:  

- Each page is standard to 1,800 characters including spaces. 

- Companies, Translation office, and individual experts can apply for this tender. 

- The companies can submit more than one CV for different Lots and lines. 

- Individual can submit for their own CVs or different lots. 

- The written test might be required for potential candidates during technical evaluation. 

- The service will be for Central Iraq and KRI region. 

- The cost related to transportation, accommodation, periderms and other costs must not be included in the unit price. 

 
2. Verbal Translation 
 

 Expert Name  consecutive / simultaneous Price per hour 

LO
T 

2
 

 English ↔ Arabic  
 English ↔Kurdish  

 German ↔ Arabic  
 German ↔ Kurdish  

 Arabic ↔Kurdish  

 German ↔English  
 
Notes:  

 
- Companies, Translation office, and individual experts can apply for this tender. 

- The companies can submit more than one CV for different Lots and lines. 

- Companies and individual experts can apply for one or more LOTs mentioned in above tables for both Written and Verbal Translation 

services. 

- The verbally test might be required for potential candidates. 

- The service will be for Central Iraq and KRI region. 

- The unit price it must merely be for translation service fee. 

- In case of GIZ need verbal translator to visit other cities on basis requirement accordingly GIZ will pay the costs for transportation, per 

diems, accommodation, and other costs, as a lumpsum will be dedicated and all invoices will be paid accordingly. 

 
 

 


